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ʼComedic brillianceʼ Time Out ʻAbsolutely hilariousʼ Neil Gaiman
ʼI know funny, and this guy is funnyʼ Fear Factory

NEWS

news
HMV Cornmarket Street, Oxford has closed
down, though no details of a new location
have been announced. The store, which
has been on the main shopping street
since the late ‘80s and has hosted instore appearances from
some of Oxford’s biggest acts including Foals and Young
Knives closed at the end of February leaving Truck Store, at least
temporarily, as the only place you can buy physical music
releases in Oxford. The music chain, which was bought out
by turnaround specialists Hilco last year, have recently closed
down their biggest store at Oxford Circus, London. Watch out
for announcements at twitter.com/hmvoxford

ANDREW O’NEILL
HEAVY METAL - A HISTORY

From head-banging to
moshpits. A hilarious tour
through the heavy metal
world by the UKʼs foremost
metalhead comedian.
Not just for heavy metal fans!
Plus free live music from
Edash & 25% oﬀ all drinks
after the show.

BOOK NOW.

www.cornerstone-arts.org

01235 515144 | 25 Station Road, Didcot
CORNERSTONE IS BROUGHT TO YOU BY SOUTH OXFORDSHIRE DISTRICT COUNCIL

Cornbury Festival have donated
a signed deckchair to raise
money for Helen & Douglas
House. The chair was signed by
headline names that played
the festival last year including
Van Morrison, Imelda May and
James Arthur. It will be raffled
at this year’s Childish Things
at the New Theatre, Oxford on 25 March. Cornbury itself takes
place at Great Tew Park over the weekend of 4–6 July. Visit
cornburymusicfestival.com for lineup and ticket details.

Harry Lawlor

Friday 28 March 8pm

The festival season is nearly upon us and many are starting
to announce their dates and lineups at this time.
Wood Festival, a weekend of family-friendly happenings at
Braziers Park in South Oxfordshire takes place 16 to 18 May. No
acts announced as yet but you can be sure it’ll be cutting edge,
folky and fun. Go to woodfestival.tumblr.com for lineup details.
Wychwood is 10 years old this year – the lineup for this
year’s event at Cheltenham Racecourse on 30 May to 1 June
covers all bases, as you’d expect, and they have booked The
Stranglers, Boomtown Rats, Gentlemen’s Dub Club, The Real
Thing, Glitches and many more to help them celebrate. Go to
wychwoodfestival.com
Truck Festival have a host of top line indie rock acts on 18
and 19 July. White Lies, The Cribs, Peace, Stornoway, Los
Campesinos, Andrew WK, Kids in Glass Houses will be mixing
it with the real-life farm machinery and livestock down at
the farm – lots more to come too and prices stay the same
as last year! Go to truckfestival.com for ticket info and full
lineup details.
Wilderness at Cornbury Park on 7–10 August has the
kind of mouth-watering lineup we’ve come to expect since
it launched. Letting their
hair down this year will be
Metronomy, London Grammar,
Burt Bacharach, Jessie Ware, Sam
Smith, Submotion Orchestra and
lots more. Go to wildernessfestival.
LONDON GRAMMAR
com for ticket info.
Later in August, 29–31,
Jamie Oliver and Alex James’ festival of food and music Big
Feastival has itself been busy signing up eyecatching acts
for this year’s event. They’ve got Fatboy Slim, Norman Jay,
Stornoway, Lee Thomson Ska, Cuban Brothers and Duke at
Alex James’ place this year. Go to jamieoliver.com/
bigfeastival for more info.

Nightshift magazine’s annual night for new Oxford bands
takes place at various city venues on Wednesday 14 May. The
night features around 20 unsigned Oxford bands and this
year’s venues are the Cellar, Purple Turtle, The Wheatsheaf,
White Rabbit and Turl Street Kitchen. The lineup, which will
include most of the current crop of up and coming Oxford
bands will be announced on March 15. You can buy a pass for
all the venues for £8 from Truck Store.
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local releases

O2 ACADEMY OXFORD

UP S T A I R S
U
S
IN ASSOCIATION WITH

LISTEN TO EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEWS AND PLAY BACKS ON BBC INTRODUCING IN OXFORD
95.2FM EVERY SATURDAY AT 8PM OR DOWNLOAD THE PODCAST AT BBC.CO.UK/OXFORD

March 22nd

jess hall
bookshelves
Devon-born Jess Hall has been carving her name on the Oxford
scene since she moved here from the coast. Hall’s music
divides opinion like Marmite or Cath Kidston but this
album will surely see her fanbase continue to rise. The
youthful insecurity of Hall’s lyrics in opener ‘Deepest Heart’
are certainly not reflected in her strong, clear voice, but in
the clever simplicity of the arrangement. A yearning for
the coastline is especially prevalent in ‘Sea Song’, which
would tug the heart-strings of even the coldest cynic with its

combination of bright, sprightly
guitar and sagely violins. The
stripped back and ironically solo
‘Duet’ is a lullaby-like love song
while ‘Sail Home’ is Hall at her
best; guitar reminiscent of
‘Sea Song’ while the coastal motif
returns. Hall finally drops anchor
with Bookshelves and any pining for the shoreline is
lost as her protagonist settles down. “There’s nowhere
I’d rather be right now than here in your arms” she
sings as this intimate storybook of a debut draws to a
close. (CM)

Racing
Glaciers
+
Limbo Kids
Charlie Cunningham
Reichenbach Falls
ArtClassSink

£6 ADV
DOORS 7PM CURFEW 11.30PM
CHEAP BEER PRICES!
TICKETS INCLUDE
FREE ENTRY TO
WWW.O2ACADEMYOXFORD.CO.UK

flights of helios
factory
‘Factory’ opens with ambient, spiralling keys and highly digitalised vocals, sounding not dissimilar to Alt-J. As soon as the
drums and bass guitar kick in, nearly a minute in, they shake
off the comparison though. The ambience is shouldered by urgent
beats just before the arresting tones of vocalist Chris Beard

take control. A clean, nimble lead
guitar comes to the fore at times
and the song’s pace often changes
subtly while keeping a taught
energy throughout. Flights of
Helios have a wide collection of
influences – shoegaze, postrock
and electronic but they have set
themselves apart on a uniquely gripping single. (CM)
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UP S T A I R S
U
S
IN ASSOCIATION WITH

LISTEN TO EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEWS AND PLAY BACKS ON BBC INTRODUCING IN OXFORD
95.2FM EVERY SATURDAY AT 8PM OR DOWNLOAD THE PODCAST AT BBC.CO.UK/OXFORD

hot hooves
nutritious cascades
With tongue-in-cheek lyrics, no-nonsense guitars and songs
rarely bothering the three minute mark, Hot Hooves are almost
annoyingly self-deprecating. Some lyrics are lost to enthusiastic
guitars and rock enunciation, a shame when their charm lends
more to lyrical silliness than to their straight-forward rock tracks.

artclasssink
illa
The indie-shoegaze-rockers open excitingly with ‘She (Intro)’,
its rolling drums set up a Joy Division-inspired bassline
that interweaves with melodic guitar. ‘Time To Go (Before
the Rivalry)’, a pacier track, would fit in easily among current
indie giants, while ‘Cry For Help’ is a dreamy, yet driven,

Finale ‘Well Played On the Dumb
Front’ tells of receiving a message
from Pegasus: “not a language
that I ever learnt, but I’m pretty
sure what he says is important,
’cos that horse can fly, you don’t
see that every day”, its welldeveloped quiet/loud dynamic allows
the story to take centre stage, making it an album highlight. (CM)

April 12th

Rabbit Foot
Spasm Band+
Duchess
Brickwork Lizards
Temple Funk
Collective

arrangement that brings Warpaint
to mind. ILLA ends as strong as
it begins with ‘Someone To Try
For’, its catchy refrain making it
easy to imagine a full crowd
singalong. As good at hooks
as they are doing moody and
mysterious, it will be interesting to
see in what direction ArtClassSink take after this polished EP. (CM)

£6 ADV
DOORS 7PM CURFEW 11.30PM
CHEAP BEER PRICES!
TICKETS INCLUDE
FREE ENTRY TO
WWW.O2ACADEMYOXFORD.CO.UK
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bbc introducing
in
oxford
with show producer liz green

SPLASH CITY
ROCKERS:
LISTING SHIPS
RECORD ISLAND EP
words: tom mckibbin

“W

e’re the post-rock
Spinal Tap, clearly.”
So says Listing Ships bassist
Stuart Fowkes, ruminating
on the tumultuous previous
year aboard the good ship
Listing in which the
Krautrock-inspired
instrumental band have
gained and lost drummers
in a manner that would
give Nigel Tufnel and co.
a run for their money.
“Since 2012’s The
Hayling Island Sessions vinyl,
we’ve lost a drummer,
gained a drummer, lost
that drummer and now
gained a new drummer.”
However with former
Hreda drummer Russ
Wainright now in tow, the
band are going full steam
ahead, which brings us
neatly onto their
impending new release,
The Flat Holm Island
Sessions. Like its
predecessor (which was
recorded in a lifeboat
station), the album was

recorded remotely, this
time on the ‘eponymous’
Flat Holm Island, just off
Cardiff Bay. Recording in
this manner demonstrates
the band’s fascination with
all things nautical, although
it also came with its own
unique set of problems, as
Stuart explains.
“We had to sort out
permissions from the city
council, who own the island,
we had to charter our own
boat to get out there, and
we had to waterproof all
our own gear. The load-in
was the hardest we’ll ever
have to do, taking about six
hours in total. Once we
were out there, we were
‘stuck’ on the island for
four days due to tides, so
there was no nipping out to
buy replacement strings!”
The new recordings
reflect the band’s new
found sense of musical
economy, having spent
much of the last year as a
three piece.
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“We had to see our songs
in a new light, and we
stripped out a lot of the fat
and got them right down
to their essence” says
Stuart. “The songs now
sound tighter and more
direct as a result and we’ve
learned to take this into
our songwriting.”
Guitarist Mike Bingham
sees this as a progression
for the band: “That’s
always the aim, otherwise
what’s the point? It’s
ultimately up to the
listeners to decide but
we’ve given it our best shot
and are really proud of the
results. The nautical theme
is still very much integral
to the sound and no one’s
started singing yet, but the
compositions are, for us, a
bit more interesting than
The Hayling Island Sessions.
There’s some ambient
soundscape stuff, some
sections in 11s and a bit of
Sabbath thrown in for
good measure.”

Staying true to the
seafaring theme, the band
have interesting plans for
packaging the new release.
“We’re releasing it
physically as a ‘message in
a bottle’, which will be a
glass bottle with a USB stick
attached to the cork in the
top,” says Stuart. “There’ll
be a map insert inside the
bottle, artwork on the bottle
itself etc. The release will
also come with a video
documentary of our time
on the island, a load of
photos and some remixes.”
A veritable treasure
trove, then. I end by
asking Stuart “what’s next
for the band?”
“Since we seem to be
on a run of recording
purely on islands, we’re
gunning for The Barbados
Sessions for our next release,
so if anyone out there
wants to fund our next
holiday, I mean serious
recording trip, then drop
us a line.”
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Venues and bands tend to take a postNew Year nap in January but this year
was a little different. Foals played a
surprise hometown gig, Wild Swim,
our Introducing in Oxford Band of
the Year headlined the O2 Academy,
and Colin Greenwood of Radiohead
fame co-curated a night with us at the
Jericho Tavern.
It felt pretty wonderful to receive an
email from a member of the world’s
best band – EVER! And when I found
out that Radiohead’s bassist, Colin
Greenwood wanted to help support
local, independent venues and music we
were totally ecstatic! We set about the
task to pick artists to play at the Jericho
Tavern as part of Independent Venue
Week, sending Colin loads of local
music – he was really impressed with the
variety and standard on offer. Eventually
he picked elusive electro popsters Glass
Animals to headline the night, with
support from We Aeronauts, Salvation
Bill, and Charlie Cunningham. The line-up for the sold
out show was eclectic but perfectly balanced. Glass
Animals oozed cool and were impressively professional
on stage. They are currently on tour with St. Vincent
and look set to make a name for themselves in the
year ahead.
On the same night, Foals played a packed out O2
Academy, people having waited in the cold weather
outside the venue from 6am that morning. As testament
to the local scene, on the same evening there were well
attended gigs happening across the city, with bands on
at the Fusion Arts Centre, Port Mahon, The Cellar and
the Wheatsheaf.
Oxford hymnal poppers Spring Offensive have
succeeded in producing their long awaited first album
Young Animal Hearts. They raised the cash through a
crowd-funding campaign and many of their supporters
headed down to the release night at the Cellar last
month. Supported by the wonderfully charismatic
SEE BACK ISSUES AT WWW.BACK2LEFT.CO.UK

SPRING OFFENSIVE
Sweet William, they played a chocolate box selection of
new and familiar hits. There was a lot of affection and
support in the room – it was a triumphant homecoming
for the band.
Truck Record Store celebrated its third birthday with
music offers and in store bands. Local acts like Jordan
O’Shea, After the Thought and Toliesel played to a
diverse but captive audience. It’s great to see the store
flourishing, not least because it provides such support to
Oxfordshire musicians.
Coming up, we’ve got loads to look forward to –
festival season is nearing, and to get us in the party
mood, The Original Rabbit Foot Spasm will be playing
Upstairs in association with BBC Introducing in
Oxford. We’ll be getting them to perform a special
session for us as a preview so stay tuned for that.
Get in touch with any news and views on the
local music scene you can email me at
elizabeth.green1@bbc.co.uk.
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to agree on most stuff. It’s
certainly the most at ease
that I’ve felt on stage and
in the studio.
Musically I feel like I am
truly creating a synergy of
my favourite music which
I’ve never quite felt before.
All the bands I’ve been in
have had their merits, but
this is closest to my heart.”

FLIGHTS OF HELIOS:
IN-FLIGHT ENTERTAINMENT

Influences

together. “Flights of Helios
formed out of some
jamming that we’d been
doing as a loose collective
of mostly improvised
musicians under the
banner of Braindead
Collective. I came up with
he sense of awe about up with keyboard and
the idea of getting loads of
humanity’s tiny,
electronics wizard Seb
different people together
supporting role in the
Reynolds to talk more
and jamming when I lived
universe’s cosmic dance is about the past, present and in London… and when I
a theme which runs
future of the band.
moved back to Oxford
through much of the music
three or four years ago I
of Oxford’s Flights of
Family tree
started jamming more
Helios. Formed to play
“Braindead Collective…
with Phil Oakley (bass),
Truck Festival in 2011 and Tumbleweed…
Chris Beard (vocals) and
named after an ill-fated
Komrad… Cat Matador… James Maund (guitar).
prototype NASA space
We Aeronauts…
Some of us did this folk
probe, the band’s tapestry Sexy Breakfast…
festival fringe show
of sound is intense,
The Evenings… Harry
together where Chris sang
spacious and complex…
Angel… The Epstein…
and we improvised to a
but there’s an earthy
Keyboard Choir…”
version of Irish folk
quality to their music as
The first thing that hits ballad ‘Dynah and
well, as though they’re
as Reynolds reels off the
Donalogue’. Something
always connected to the
Flights of Helios family
about the performance
world around them, with
tree is the serious pedigree felt really special and as
their feet on the ground
of the members… and I
we did more jams around
looking up. We caught
asked how the band came ‘Donalogue’, I came to

“our music seeks to convey
a sense of the majestic,
the ethereal, the other,
the
transcendental”
oms ’ michael chilcott straps himself in for the trip

T
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the idea of forming it as
a ‘proper’ band with a
fixed line up.”

Songwriting
“Some tracks like recent
debut single ‘Crows’ and
forthcoming single
‘Factory’ were born of
group jams on riffs or
ideas,” Seb says when
asked about how a track
comes together. “‘Dynah
and Donalogue’ was the
first thing we did, and is a
rework of a very old Irish
folk ballad via drone singer
Sheila Chandra. We’ve
also done a couple of folk
arrangements in
collaboration with Jess Hall
and Sam Lee and we’ll
keep that as a component
of what we do as well as
arranging songs written by
Phil, myself and Chris.”
But improvisation still
remains a crucial part of the
Flights of Helios engine

DESIGNED BY NINETEENPOINT: WWW.NINETEENPOINT.COM

room: “An important
aspect of our music is that
we come from an improv
background and most of
our material involves at
least some aspect of taking
songs to a slightly different
space every time we play
them – always an element
of chaos to the gigs,
normally in a good way.”

Other projects
As something of a veteran
of the local scene, having
played in such bands as
Sexy Breakfast, The
Epstein and Keyboard
Choir, how does Seb
compare the experience of
Flights of Helios with his
other projects. “I think, in
terms of a working creative
relationship, it is the most
functional situation I’ve
been in. We do disagree
and there are always
problems, but we generally
get on really well and tend

The Flights of Helios
sound holds a number of
influences in its orbit. “I’ll
have to be honest and admit
that Radiohead’s influence
hangs heavy on us. They’ve
been such a Trojan horse
for smuggling really
abstract art music right
into the mainstream. Kid A
being a number 1 album in
the UK and US, despite
being a claustrophobic,
nightmarish meeting of
Autechre, Messiaen and
abstract jazz is still
astounding and inspiring.”
Seb mentions a number of
bands whom the band
love – Nick Cave, Sigur
Ros, Flaming Lips,
Mercury Rev, Silver Mt
Zion and the Constellation
Records stable; and he
cites two bands whose
influence is particularly
acute – “I was massively
inspired to form the band
by the brilliance of
Edinburgh’s Meursault
and the, now sadly defunct,
Bleeding Heart Narrative.
They are two bands who
manage to combine epic,
skyscraping choruses
with cosmic, droney
sound – worlds and lo-fi
weirdness. It’s sentimental,
emotional music that is
also sonically challenging
and groundbreaking –

SEE BACK ISSUES AT WWW.BACK2LEFT.CO.UK

it’s music for me that, at it's
best, is at least trying to do
something new and
challenging, but still has a
big heart of emotion
beating at the core.”

imminent death from
cancer. I was listening to a
lot of Underworld at the
time… and lyrically I
wanted to try something
like that, an onslaught of
words and images taken
Debut album
from the main character
The band are currently
Uxbal’s crowded
working on a debut album thoughts.”
preceded by an intense,
Seb sums up where
claustrophobic single
they’re striving to get to
‘Factory’ to be released in with Helios’ music – “Our
March. Vocalist Chris
music seeks to convey a
expanded on the song’s
sense of the majestic, the
lyrical theme – “The lyrics ethereal, the other, the
are inspired by Biutiful
transcendental.” Having
(2010), written and
come so far in such a short
directed by Alejandro
space of time, you get the
Iñárritu and starring Javier feeling that the sky’s no
Bardem. Multiple themes limit for Flights of Helios.
run through the film –
Enjoy the ride…
fatherhood, the question of
an afterlife, power and
‘factory’ is released via
bandcamp on 10 march:
responsibility to others,
flightsofhelios.
and all this while the main
bandcamp.com
character is facing his
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Celina Macdonald

Celina Macdonald

live
DAN LE SAC VS SCROOBIUS PIP

dan le sac vs scroobius pip
o2 academy, oxford
The dynamic duo open with ‘Stunner’, the first single from their
latest album with the loveable hook “The world don’t revolve
around you but it should, ain’t saying that you’re perfect but you’re
really, really good.” David Meads aka Pip, the man on the mic,
traverses stage and the pit, connecting with an equally energetic
crowd. Dan ‘Le Sac’ Stephens’ entrapment behind the keyboard
doesn’t stop him from exerting equal stage presence as he plays
with bags of passion. Some lyrics are unfortunately lost to the
ether, but this is not a problem for most of those assembled here
who know the words so well that Pip the poet/rapper holds his
microphone out to them nearly as often as he uses it himself.
Opening act Sarah Williams White joins the duo on ‘Cauliflower’,
her vocals beautifully soaring over the verse. When he enters
story-telling mode with ‘Porter’, the lyric re-imagines Dorothy of Oz
and Alice in Wonderland as inhabitants of a mental institute. As
he reclines on a posh leather sofa with a cheap bottle of rosé, he
decides that the revellers have got their energy back, and
second support, Itch, accompanies him on heavier track ‘Stiff
Upper Lip’. Introducing the crowd-pleaser ‘Get Better’ he warns
“People tend to clap along with this one. But if you do clap along
you have to clap ‘til the end” and jokingly threatens to kick out
anyone who doesn’t comply. It’s a hit with the chanting and pogoing
crowd, but the frontman is shrewd: “You aren’t getting away
Oxford: while you were clapping at the beginning and the end,
you weren’t f***ing clapping in the middle!” The duo moves
effortlessly onto ‘You Will See Me’, a haunting break-up song.
Dan Le Sac’s dark synthesizer slowly builds the intensity of his
sidekick’s dramatic statement of intent as he pledges: “I will
achieve all my goals ten-fold. I will achieve your goals too,
casually.” After the darkly humorous lament ‘Letter From God’,
and a repeated reminder to “keep laughing and being nice to each
other,” DLS vs SP leave a happy rabble behind. (CM)
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warpaint
o2 academy, oxford
Having just released their self-titled second album almost four
years after their debut, Warpaint’s name has been back in
constant rotation. It is obvious that the hype hasn’t got to their
heads: the American indie rockers take to the stage as though it’s
their living room. Mugs in hand, they take a final sip as they face
a full-to-capacity audience.
The set is a mix of 2010’s The Fool and this year’s self-titled
album, pleasing fans of the old and the new. Theresa Wayman
moves swiftly between keyboard and drum pad, often keeping
an eye on Emily Kokal; the band silently communicating
throughout. With their instinctive connection to each other,
and to the music, it is easy to see how much of Warpaint was
written simply by jamming onstage. The drums of Stella
Mozgawa and Jenny Lee Lindberg’s strong basslines keep
things motoring along. Many songs build slowly heavier
throughout, with Kokal’s high modulating guitar picking up
where Wayman’s low synth riffs left off. The two and three-part
harmonies between the vocalists sound vulnerable but not
without steely determination.
The band stirs a hypnotic atmosphere and tonight’s crowd
stay absorbed until the final note of the encore. The music is full
of delicate melodies and subtle changes, but, unfortunately, a lot
are lost tonight as the reverb-soaked vocals and guitars seem to
run into each other, causing subtleties to be lost.
The intensity gains momentum as the set draws towards a
close – Kokal joins Mozgawa on the drum kit and Wayman and
Lindberg draw in closer as they all get carried away by their music,
taking the audience with them every step of the way. The ballad
‘Billie Holiday’ lures the place into a hush with its gentle guitars
and flawless vocal harmonies – the highlight of a pretty special
night. (CM)

WARPAINT
DESIGNED BY NINETEENPOINT: WWW.NINETEENPOINT.COM
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the
riddim
section

dj
derek
leo b bids farewell to
retiring dj maestro

roots and culture with leo b

It takes a special kind of
something to get us out of
our warm and cosy
Riddim HQ after a week
of winter misery. The
Delegators (not to be
confused with the
Resonators, or even the
Aggravators) were just that
when they graced the
Cellar’s stage in February.
After a suspiciously too
perfect introduction –
where uncompromising
Cellar compere Count
Skylarkin’ berated a girl at
the front who asked for
some techno house, they
are on. Hailing from
London town, the band set
the place alight with their
high-energy blend of
classic soul, skinhead ska
and roots. It’s a punchy
Sound, impossible not to
move to, the band as tight
as they are musically
accomplished. Connecting
with the audience from the
start, singer Janet Kumah
exudes a lively sultriness
and a voice to match.
Finally releasing full album
All Aboard, after ‘sitting on
it for 6 years’ – and mixed

by dubwise genius Nick
Manasseh no less – I think
we can delegate serious
groove making
responsibility to this lot.
Earlier on last month
Riddim Section finally got
a chance to helm the
wheels of steel, opening for
UK sound system legends
Channel One. Notting Hill
Carnival faves Mikey
Dread and Ras Kayleb,
fresh back from taking a
bite from the Big Apple,
brought their unique,
heavy weight roots vibes –
contemporary and
vintage – to Oxford on 31
January, pushing the Cellar’s
system to its outer limits.
In terms of what’s next –
Positive Vibes are taking
up a residency at Blanco,
(formally known as Baby
Simple, 213 Cowley Rd).
Established in late 2011,
they’re a local three-man
collective of DJ, MC and
vocalist; all reggae, soca,
dancehall, dub and jungle
specialists. They play
there on Saturday 15
March, supported by Red
I, and Saturday 12 April.
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THE DELEGATORS
Foundation Fridays
happens at East Oxford
Community Centre on the
last Friday of every
month – 25 April has Field
Frequency and local
selectors Dan I and
Spaners with Fable Sound
from Southall. At the O2
Academy, ska/Two Tone
fans will be pleased to hear
Sunday 9 March will see
the Selecter (on a 35th
anniversary tour), then
Thursday 13th is the
English Beat (with Dave
Wakeling on vocals), and
Saturday 15th is the
Swindon reggae/ska
collective the Dualers
supported by local
younglings the Dublings.

Next, big news – UK
legend Macka B is playing,
with his Roots Ragga
Band, at the Cellar on
Friday 28 March with
support from DJs Garvin
Dan and Nico D. Finally,
companion radio
programme the Riddim
Show has a new home –
community radio station
Destiny 105FM launched
on Valentines Day. Check
www.facebook.com/
destiny105fm for further
details.

contact the riddim show
at www.facebook.com/
theriddimshow or on
twitter @riddimshow
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[ales] usually with a double
espresso with the last one.
The beer keeps me happy
and the coffee keeps me
awake to do the hour and a
half or whatever I got to
do. It suits me and I don’t
let anyone interfere with
that routine; I can get a bit
narked if anyone comes
between me and that…”
Ooops! Indeed – and with
this we buy the man a pint
of foaming real ale.
Otherwise a traditionalist,
his main concession to
modern technology is the
Minidisc™ player. It’s hard
Routine
to imagine Derek
“I have a fairly static
clambering on to various
routine. I plan it and get
vehicles with bulky boxes
up as late as possible –
of records. “I wouldn’t be
which isn’t always easy
able to do what I do if I
when the hotel wants you carried on using vinyl” –
to get out of your room by he observes. His use of the
10.30–11AM, then doze
little audio device has not
on the train [or coach] if
been without its criticisms
I’m travelling. Then
from the roots community,
mid/late afternoon I have who are rabidly pro-vinyl.
a main meal, then I head “If I’d needed to play a
to a Wetherspoons™ pub two-hour set (with records)
in the evening – mainly
I’d have to plan
’cos they have great real
beforehand and stick
ale and I don’t drink
rigidly to it, and I can’t
anything else apart from
work like that. I never
that and coffee. I know I
know what I’m going to
can hold four of those
start with at any gig. I’ve
The Riddim Section meets
the legendary Bristolian
reggae DJ with a long
established connection
with Oxford at the Swan
and Castle, one of his
beloved Wetherspoons™
pubs, prior to what was to
be his absolutely final gig
here. The night before he
played his last Bristol show
and the next night (New
Years Eve) he played
London’s Jazz Café and
then he (officially) retired.
After over 50 years at it his
energy is undiminished.

SEE BACK ISSUES AT WWW.BACK2LEFT.CO.UK

got options, obviously, but I then [at 17] like a younger
just go with the flow…”
version of how I am now,
same weight, same big
nose, glasses… The sort of
Aspiring DJs
“The only thing I’ll say is girls I idolised from afar
are now the sort of girls
don’t play anything you
don’t like. Play music you who are throwing
love and understand. Once themselves at me! But
I’m no Jimmy Saville.
you get into the trap of
If security are doing
being all things to all
people, you might get a few their job right, they’re all
party gigs, but you’ll never over 18…”
establish yourself more
than that. There’s no more Big people music
“I lost interest in modern
critical audience than a
Jamaican audience. They music when it became too
said to me – ‘you don’t just electronic. Jungle, to me,
was an anathema. When I
play records, you PLAY
records!’ It’s all about using first heard of jungle I
thought it must be really
the bass and treble. I
African and rhythmic.
always want equalization
Turns out it’s electronic
on each channel. I know
junk and (makes machine
music because I was a
drummer before I was DJ. gun noise) br-r-r-r-r-r-r-r-r!!
I feel it. That’s something Dub step? What the hell is
dub step? Alright it’s not
I learnt from Jamaican
aimed at me, but I want to
DJs. You keep the treble
up at the start of the track, imagine a band on stage
with real instruments…
and when the bass line
comes in you hit it heavy!” I play Big People music.
Grown up music.” Yes he
Crowds
does, or did. Retired he
“Lots of ages, 18–80
now has, and full of years
literally. Some of the
he is – but you get the
girls… ooh if only I were impression that this spritely
five years ages younger!
gent will never quite grow
The funny thing is I looked out of Big People music.
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national releases
with james & andrew from progressively less elephant

Burial: Rival Dealer
Given the polarised responses to
the EP from fans you could be
forgiven for thinking that the
producer also known as Will
Bevan had just released a
hardened slab of Marmite.
Previous tracks ‘Ashtray Wasp’
and the likes of ‘NYC’ had
hinted at a softer side to his
canon but as yet, the full on plunge into heart-on-sleeve
openness had not materialised. Until now, that is.
The title track is classic Burial but with the pace ratcheted up
to eleven – vocal samples spliced with a frantic breakbeat
that doesn’t let up for six or so minutes almost make this sound
like the Prodigy circa The Fat of the Land – but the yearning
vocals and samples around individuality and personal belief
give it a resonance only hinted at before. Don’t get me
wrong, Bevan has always been a storyteller, and a great one
at that, but here his samples are so carefully selected and
distributed throughout the narrative that you can’t help but be
drawn fully in.
The change in tone from his previous work becomes fully
evident in ‘Hiders’ which begins with a euphoric piano chord
sequence supplemented with background noise and an
undulating volume which levels out upon the introduction of a
vocal sample – “I’ll always protect you” is the refrain. The track
takes a totally unexpected turn – just when you think a two-step
woodblock beat will break it up some simple yet breakneck
power-ballad drums tear through the euphoria. It’s
quintessentially 80s, and incredibly positive – there’s even a Phil
Collins-esque electric drum fill towards the end.
‘Come Down to Us’, the final track on the EP, is a continuation
of these themes but with a much more chilled pace – here, the
work is done by fluttering and sparkling synths and repetitive vocals (“You are a star to me, Angel”) weaving around a sitar whilst
the samples echo the dialogue in ‘Rival Dealer’.
Burial has never been scared of referencing his own work –
indeed, there are drums that hark back to Kindred and the
“There’s something out there…” sample from ‘Loner’ is used
again here. Whilst the message of believing in yourself is clear
throughout, it is hammered home by the closing speech of Lana
Wachowski, the transgender co-creator of the Matrix trilogy. It’s a
touching and poignant end to a wonderful EP.
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East India Youth:
Total Strife Forever
The pseudonym of Londoner
William Doyle, and his debut
album is a cunning mix of
deliciously catchy electronic
pop and icy synthetic
instrumentals that doff their
cap respectfully to the second
half of Low by David Bowie. The
confidence that seeps through the album is commendable
for a debut, as is Doyle’s sense of vision. While only four
tracks feature any vocals, these control the ebb and flow of
the record expertly, and you are thankfully never left
waiting too long for a ‘proper song’. Of course it helps when
those fully formed pop moments are as life affirming as
‘Dripping Down’.
Warpaint: Warpaint
LA four-piece Warpaint return
with their second full length
album. Self-titled records that
are not debuts always seem to
set minor alarm bells ringing
amongst some; provoking
concerns that if a band can’t
even think of an album title
second time around, then there
is little hope for any kind of cohesive musical idea. While The
Fool, their deubt, was an understatedly muscular piece,
reviews and early listens have characterised Warpaint as
a record overwhelmed by atmospherics, leaving those
searching for songwriterly craft wanting. While the first half
of the record is noticeably more melodic, with lead track ‘Love
is to Die’ and the sultry ‘Biggy’ packing in tunes along with
the rhythmic weight found throughout, the second half is
noticeably woozier and it takes the outstanding ‘Drive’ to get the
attention back.

keep up to date with the progressively less elephant
djs at facebook.com/progressivelylesselephant
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EVERY SATURDAY
£5 adv / NUS / members, £4 NHS
10.30pm - 3am • over 18s only

Sat 1st Mar • £8 adv

Fri 21st Mar • £8 adv

6pm - 10pm

6.30pm - 10pm

Room 94
Mon 3rd Mar • £11 adv

Temples

Sun 13th Apr • £20 adv

Matt Cardle

Black Bullet Live Presents

Rock Lives

Sun 13th Apr • £15 adv

ft. Slam Cartel
+ Buffalo Summer
+ Aaron Keylock

Deaf Havana

+ The Maine
+ The People The Poet

Tues 4th Mar

Bonobo

Thurs 6th Mar • £15 adv

We Are Scientists
Sat 15th Feb • £6 adv
7pm - 11.30pm

Fri 7th Mar • £8 adv / £6 NUS
11pm - 3am • over 18s only

Upstairs
ft. Black Hats

Switch
ft. Josh Butler

+ Invisible Vegas
+ Late Night Lights
+ The Shapes
+ Talk in Code

Sat 8th Mar • £14 adv

In association with BBC Introducing

6.30pm - 10pm

The Answer
Sat 8th Mar • £6 adv
6.30pm - 10pm

Sun 16th Feb • £12.50 adv

Mike Peters
Declaration Tour

Tues 18th Feb

Twenty One Pilots
Fri 21st Feb • £7 adv

Rock Lives
ft. The Howling
+ Skam
+ Crash Mansion
+ Godsbaine

Switch
ft. No Artificial
Colours
7pm - 10pm

Lauren Aquilina
Fri 28th Feb
6.30pm - 10pm

5 Seconds
of Summer
Fri 28th Feb • £8 adv

The Selecter

“35 Years of The Selecter”

Weds 12th Mar • £15 adv

Lissie

Thurs 13th Mar • £16 adv

The English Beat
featuring original vocalist
Dave Wakeling

Fri 14th Mar • £12 adv / £8 NUS

Saint Raymond

Sat 15th Mar • £10 adv

Alkaline Trio
+ Bayside

Tues 22nd Apr • £20 adv

Weds 23rd Apr • £20 adv

Tues 25th Mar • £15.50 adv

Metronomy

7.30pm - 11pm

New Model Army
Thurs 1st May • £11 adv

The Temperance
Movement

Thurs 27th Mar • £14 adv

Katy B

Sat 10th May • £6 adv

6.30pm - 10pm

Banks

7pm - 10pm

Alex Lanyon

11pm - 3am • over 18s only

Mon 12th May • £10 adv

Augustines

Switch
ft. Friction &
Linguistics MC

Tues 13th May • £8 adv

Wolf Alice

Sat 29th Mar • £7 adv

Skeletor
ft. Desert Storm
+ Prosperina
+ Evavoid
+ Overlord + Masiro

Thurs 15th May • £16.50 adv

Pentatonix

Weds 28th May • £10 adv

Bury Tomorrow

11pm - 3am • over 18s only

Switch ft. MK

Tues 15th Apr • £20 adv

Magnum

Mon 24th Mar • £7 adv

Fri 28th Mar • £8 adv / £6 NUS

Fri 30th May • £12 adv / £8 NUS

Tues 8th Apr • £20 adv

Sophie Ellis-Bextor

11pm - 3am • over 18s only

Switch and Simple
ft. Eats Everything

The Dualers

Fri 11th Apr • £8 adv

Mon 17th Mar • £23 adv

Martyr de Mona

7pm - 10.30pm

40th Anniversary Tour

+ Lest We Forget
+ Dead Mesa
+ Icon

Back By Popular Demand

The Stranglers

Mon 17th Mar • £10 adv

Loveable Rogues
Tues 18th Mar • £18.50 adv

Fri 28th Feb • £12 adv / £8 NUS

Fri 21st Mar • £8 adv / £6 NUS

11pm - 3am • over 18s only

11pm - 3am • over 18s only

Switch
ft. Annie Mac

In association with BBC Introducing

Sun 9th Mar • £16.50 adv

6.30pm - 10pm

Foxes

Upstairs
ft. Racing Glaciers

Fri 28th Mar • £11 adv

+ Jack Little

7pm - 10pm

Sat 22nd Feb • £8 adv

7pm - 11.30pm

Charlee Drew

Fri 21st Feb • £8 adv / £6 NUS
11pm - 3am • over 18s only

Sat 22nd Mar • £6 adv

Maximo Park

Switch ft.
Mak & Pasteman

6.30pm - 10pm

Sat 31st May • £22.50 adv

Black Bullet Live Presents

Chas & Dave

Sat 4th Oct • £13 adv
6.30pm - 10pm • Show starts 7pm

Ultimate Genesis

Sat 12th Apr • £6 adv
7pm - 11.30pm

Upstairs
ft. Rabbit Foot
Spasm Band

Thurs 16th Oct • £15 adv

The Orb

In association with BBC Introducing

Fri 17th Oct • £11 adv

+ Duchess
+ Brickwork Lizards
+ Temple Funk Collective

Guns2Roses &
Metallica Reloaded

6.30pm - 10pm

Tickets for Saturday night shows include FREE ENTRY TO PROPAGANDA / TRASHY (or £6 / £5 NUS on the door)
190 Cowley Road, Oxford, OX4 1UE
Doors 7pm unless stated
Venue box office opening hours:
Mon-Sat 12pm-5.30pm
ticketweb.co.uk • wegottickets.com
seetickets.com • gigantic.com

